The so-called "λ/2-Zeeman technique" (HLZT) for studies of individual optical transition between Zeeman sublevels of atomic hyperfine structure in an external magnetic field of B = 10 -2500 G is presented. Particularly, implementation of HLZT allows one to realize a direct determination of frequency shift and a strong modification of an optical transition probability between Zeeman components in a B-field. The main advantages of the method compared to "λ-Zeeman technique" (LZT) is that it allows one to study weak transitions. Particularly, with the help of fluorescence on 87 Rb, D 2 line, F g = 1 → F e = 3 transitions, three "forbidden" transitions in magnetic field B are detected and studied. Also, on 87 Rb D 1 line, F g = 1, m F = 0 → F e = 1, m F = 0 "forbidden" transition is detected when B ~ 400 G. A strong modification of the probability for these "forbidden" transitions is revealed. The theoretical model well describes the observed results.
INTRODUCTION
The development of atomic vapor cells of sub-micrometric thickness (STC) opens a new possibility to realize subDoppler spectroscopy. Interaction of atoms with laser radiation field in such cells is strictly anisotropic. Atoms with nonzero longitudinal velocity projection experience frequent quenching collisions with the cell walls (windows). As a result, the interaction is favored for the atoms with zero longitudinal velocity, i.e. those yielding sub-Doppler fluorescence response [1] [2] [3] [4] . With the proper choice of parameters, it is possible to achieve a sevenfold narrowing of the spectrum.
It is well-known that atomic transitions of alkali metals split in magnetic fields into Zeeman components, whose frequency shifts deviate from the linear behavior in already moderate magnetic fields. As this takes place, the probabilities of atomic transitions usually change significantly as well [5] [6] [7] . Previous papers [8] [9] [10] [11] demonstrated that the use of resonance fluorescence spectra of a STC filled with atomic vapor and of thickness L = 0.5λ (where λ = 794 nm (or 780 nm) is the wavelength of the laser radiation whose frequency is resonant with the atomic transition of the D 1,2 lines of Rb) allows one to separate and study atomic transitions between the levels of the hyperfine structure of the D 1,2 lines of 87 Rb atoms in magnetic fields with B varying in the range of 10 -200 G. The achieved high sub-Doppler spectral resolution is caused by the effect of a strong narrowing of the fluorescence spectrum of a nanocell with the atomic vapor column thickness L = 0.5λ (the method was called HLZM) compared to normal 1cm-long cells (for which the Doppler width is ~ 500 MHz). It is known that, with the saturated absorption (SA) technique, the sub-Doppler spectral resolution can also be achieved using cm-long cells (when the parameters are properly chosen, it is possible to obtain peaks of reduced absorption with a width close to the natural one ~ 6 MHz). In the publications 12, 13 , the SA technique is used to study spectra of D 1 and D 2 lines of Rb atoms. One of the significant disadvantages of the application of the SA technique is the presence of so-called cross-over resonances in the spectra. In a magnetic field, these resonances split into numerous components, making the spectrum very difficult to process. This restricts the magnitude of acceptable magnetic fields and, as a rule, B should be below 100 G. Another significant disadvantage is the fact that SA is strongly nonlinear and, therefore, the peak amplitudes of the decreased absorption do not correspond to the probability of atomic transitions at which frequencies these peaks are formed. This additionally complicates the processing of spectra. At the same time, using the HLZM technique, the peak value of fluorescence (up to laser intensities of ~ 20 mW/cm 2 ) corresponds to the probability of atomic transitions. This allows one to directly study the dependence of the probability on B. Another important advantage of the HLZM method is the possibility of using strong permanent magnets (PMs) that can generate fields of several thousand gausses at distances of several centimeters. The fields of these PMs are strongly non-homogeneous and the gradient can achieve ~ 100 -200 G/mm, which makes impossible to use cm-long cells. At the same time, due to the small thickness of the STC (~ 400 nm), the gradient of B inside the STC is four to five orders of magnitude smaller than the measured value of B. This remarkable feature of a STC is used for the study of fluorescence spectra 14 as well as for absorption spectra of atomic vapors within B fields from 10 -2500 G at the vapor column thickness L = λ (the method was called LZM) 15 .
The aim of this work is to experimentally demonstrate that with the help of HLZM it is possible to study the "forbidden" transitions on D 1, 2 lines of the 87 Rb. Also, a theoretical consideration is provided.
EXPERIMENTAL PART
Sketch of the experimental setup is presented in Fig.1a . The circularly polarized light of extended cavity diode laser (ECDL, λ = 780 nm, P L ~ 30 mW, γ L < 1 MHz) resonant with 87 Rb D 2 transition frequency, after passing through Faraday isolator is directed onto the Rb STC 2 with the thickness of vapor column L = λ/2, at an angle close to normal. The needed temperature regime of the STC (T SA ~ 110 -120 ºC, T W ~ 140 -150 ºC, corresponding to N ~ 6 × 10 12 -1.5 × 10 13 atoms/cm 3 ) is provided by a special oven with 3 openings: 2 inlets for laser beam passage and one orthogonal inlet for side fluorescence detection. This geometry allows simultaneous recording of fluorescence and transmission spectra.
The fluorescence signal is detected by a photodiode 4 with an aperture of 1 cm 2 which is placed at 90° angle of the laser propagation direction. The photodiode signal is recorded by a digital four channel storage oscilloscope, Tektronix TDS 2014B 5. A Glan prism is used to purify initial linear radiation polarization of the laser radiation; to produce a circular polarization a λ/4 plate 1 is utilized. The geometrical configuration of the experiment is shown in Fig.1b . Magnetic field is directed along the laser radiation propagation direction k (B // k).
With the help of a beam splitter, 50% of the pump beam is directed on the auxiliary 2' STC with Rb used as a frequency reference for B = 0 . In some cases the reference spectrum is transmission spectrum 15 obtained with an auxiliary STC of thickness L = λ. The small longitudinal magnetic field (B < 250 G) is applied to the STC by a system of Helmholtz coils (not shown in Fig.1a ). The B-field strength is measured by a calibrated Hall gauge. Among the advantages of HLZM is the possibility to apply much stronger magnetic field using widely available strong PMs. In spite of strong inhomogeneity of B-field (in our case it can reach 150 G/mm), due to small thickness of the atomic vapor column inside STC (L = 390 nm) the variation of B inside the column is less than 0.1 G, i.e. by several orders less than the applied B value.
3. Implementation of HLZT method for the 87 Rb D 2 line F g = 1 → F e = 3 forbidden transitions study
The optical transitions between magnetic sublevels of hf states for 87 Rb D 2 line in the case of σ + (left circular) polarized excitation and selection rules Δm F = +1 are depicted in Fig.2 .
Examination of the fluorescence peak formed in a STC allow one to obtain, identify and investigate the atomic transitions between the Zeeman sublevels in the transmission spectrum of the 87 Rb D 2 line in the range of magnetic fields 10 − 2500 G, i.e., the transitions F g = 1 → F e = 0, F g = 1 → F e = 1, F g = 1 → F e = 2 as well as F g = 1 → F e = 3 for σ + polarizations of the exciting laser radiation. It is revealed experimentally that in relatively weak magnetic fields (about 100 G) with the σ + -polarized laser also those atomic transitions are recorded, for which new selection rules with respect to the quantum number F take place: ΔF = 2, Δm F = +1. The probability of these transitions increases with the increase of the magnetic field strength. Note that for B = 0 the ΔF = 2 transitions are strongly forbidden. In the field of B ∼ 200 G the probability of the transition F g = 1, m F = −1 → F e = 3, m F = 0 (Fluorescence peak 7) becomes equal to the probability of the transition F g = 1, m F = +1 → F e = 2, m F = +2 (Fluorescence peak 6). Also with a field B > 400 G the transitions strongest atomic transition when B = 0. Moreover, the amplitude of the fluorescence peak 7 is even larger than that of the fluorescence peak numbered 6. It is important to note, that both the frequency position as well as the fluorescence peaks 6, 7, 8 and 9 are well described by the theoretical curves presented in Figures 5 and 6 in a previous work 15 . Thus, HLZT is a convenient and robust tool to study forbidden atomic transitions in an external magnetic field. 87 Rb D 1 line F g = 1, m F = 0 → F e = 1 m F = 0 forbidden transition study
Use of HLZT method for the
In order to study the 87 Rb D 1 line F g = 1, m F = 0 → F e = 1 m F = 0 forbidden transition we use a π-polarized excitation (selection rules Δm F = 0 are depicted in Fig.4 ). For this case the magnetic field B is directed along the laser electric field E (B || E ) and the fluorescence detection is in the direction perpendicular to E (see Fig.1b ). As it is seen all the five allowed transitions are well seen, while forbidden transition 5 is absent. For B = 0 the ratio of 1, 2, 3 amplitudes is 3:4:3 and for 4, 6 amplitudes is 1:1 (see Fig.8 ). As it is seen for the magnetic field B ≈ 200 G there already occur modifications of the amplitudes. It is important to note, that both the frequency position as well as the fluorescence peaks 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 are well described by the theoretical curves presented in Figures 7 and 8 . Particularly, the experimentally detected frequency shift, from the initial position when B = 0, for the components 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6 is well described by the theoretical curves shown in Fig.7 . Note, that the component 5 has practically zero shift from the initial frequency position F g = 1 → F e = 1. As to the modification of the probability of the component 5 as a function of B value, as it is predicted theoretically by the curves presented in Fig.8, for B > 400 G it's probability becomes larger than that of the component 6 . This is well seen from the experimental curves shown in Fig.6 . 
Theoretical model
When an external magnetic field is applied, the Hamiltonian for the atom in the presence of a magnetic field can be expressed as the sum of the unperturbated atomic Hamiltonian 0 H and the so-called Zeeman Hamiltonian Z H :
(
The Hamiltonian of interaction Z H may be expanded using different forms 5, 7, 10 , in this way 5 
Z
H may be expressed as ) (
where L is the orbital angular momentum, S is the spin momentum and I the nuclear spin momentum, B μ is the Bohr magneton and S g , I g are respectively the spin and nuclear Landé factor.
We adopt a matrix representation in the coupled basis, that is, the basis of the unperturbated atomic state vectors
to evaluate the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian (1). In this basis, the diagonal matrix elements are given by
where ) ( 0 F E is the initial energy of the sublevel 
The Hamiltonian matrix is then block diagonal where each block corresponds to a given value of F m .
The diagonalization of the Hamiltonian matrix allows one to find the eigenvectors and the eigenvalues, that is to determine the eigenvalues corresponding to the energies of Zeeman sublevels and the new states vectors which can be expressed in terms of the initial unperturbed atomic state vectors, 
and
The 
where q D denote the standard components of the electric dipole moment: 
where the unperturbated transfer coefficients have the following definition 
Conclusion
The "λ/2-Zeeman technique" (HLZT) is shown to be a convenient and robust tool for the study of individual transitions between the Zeeman sublevels of hyperfine levels in an external magnetic field of 10 -2500 G. HLZT is based on resonant fluorescence spectrum emitted by a STC with L = λ/2, where λ is the resonant wavelength (780 nm for D 2 and 794 nm for D 1 line of Rb). Narrow fluorescence peak of spectral width ~ 70 MHz is split into several components in a magnetic field; their frequency positions and probabilities depend on the B-field. The implementation of HLZT allows us to reveal strong modification of the probability of the atomic transition. Also, the HLZT allows us to detect strong modification of three "forbidden" transitions with the help of fluorescence on 87 Rb, D 2 line, F g = 1 → F e = 3 transitions. On 87 Rb, D 1 line, F g = 1, m F = 0 → F e = 1, m F = 0 "forbidden" transition probability also demonstrates a strong modification for the magnetic field B > 300 G. The experimental results are in a good agreement with the theoretical values. 
